Abstract
Introduction
Search engines are the most popular useful services on the web. Meta-search engines become more and more important. After submitting the user query to the meta-search engine, the user query divided into several sub queries, the meta-search integrated their partial searching results which generated by each conventional search engine into the final search result for user query. In process of dividing the user query, how to choose a best conventional search engine？ We need to know what the different among these search engines. The different among the conventional search engine is in many factors, such as the number of web pages they are indexing (web coverage), the time of their response, their availability, the correctness ranking, etc., which are adopted to evaluate these search engines.
Statistic Model [1-4] proposed two indexes， NoDoc and AvgSim to evaluate the quality of search result. NoDoc denoted the high relation documents' count which search engine retrieved from the index databases for user query; Avgsim stands for high relational documents' average similarity ratio.
User Model [5] [6] [7] is different from traditional model. The user model focused on more factors about user feedback. It analyzes the search result quality by monitor user's action, such as the time that the user spends on this document, whether user copies, prints, emails, bookmarks the document or not, and so on.
As we know, the few researchers focus on discussion evaluates the search quality by FCA. However, by other means, efforts have done to compare the performance of various search engines. In this paper, we proposed the search result's quality evaluations by FCA. First we submit a query to seven public search engine (Google, yahoo, msn, soso, sogou, baidu, zhongsou), then with seven search result returned. Each search result is composing with some urls and some snippet for the urls. As a url ,different search engine provide its snippet often is different. Therefore, we submit the url to common spider, Analyse its content, and then get the keyword for the url. At last, each search engine result has two sets: one is the url set, the other is the keyword set. And also A search quality evaluation based on FCA Fugui Wang,Yajun Du,Qinhua Dong there is a relation ship between the url set and the keyword set(whether the url contains the keyword, or whether the keyword applies to the url).from the search result context ,we can get seven search result concept lattice. Now we evaluate the search result set by analysis the correlation among the concept lattice of the seven-search result .The model is based on three points: a) each search result is comparatively trusted. each search result can be as other search result evaluation analysis 's reference point; b) the affect to other search result's evaluation depend on it's self 's important factor; 3)for each evaluation ,the evaluation is affect by the sum of other search result's trust worthiness This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the notion of a concept lattice is briefly recalled, which is used in FCA to represent the search result. In section 3, the search result evaluation based on FCA is proposed. Finally, we conclude in Section 4. So in the search result set, we pick up the url, and then submit the url to the spider (for consider the speed, we only analysis the top 10 search result items), then the spider analyse by the content of the web page. Get the keyword for the web page. At last, we get two sets, one is the url set, the other is the keyword set.
Formal Concept Analysis
In FCA, a concept is defined within formal context. 
The sets Url' and Keyword', representing the concept extensional and intentional component respectively, are referred to as the extent and the intent of the concept, respectively. Therefore, a concept is a pair of sets where the former consists of precisely those objects, which have all attributes from the latter, and, conversely, the latter consists of precisely those attributes, which apply to all objects from the former.
For instance, considering the context call some web page and their attribute keywords, it is as below: Url = {1, 2, 3} Keyword= {a, b, c, d, e} and I specified in Table 1   Table 1 . the context of search result 
Search result evaluation based on FCA
In section 2 ,when user submit a query to seven public search engine, seven search results will be return, use the FCA tools ,we can construct seven search result concept lattices. We evaluate the search result by analyzing correlation among the seven-search result concept lattices. The model is based on three points: a) each search result is comparatively trusted. each search result can be as other search result evaluation analysis 's reference point; b) the affect to other search result's evaluation depend on it's self 's important factor; c)for each evaluation ,the evaluation is affect by the sum of other search result's trust worthiness. Because the concept lattice is composed with some concept nodes and the relation among them, and the concept is composed with some objects (url) and attributes (keyword). To get the correlation among the concept lattices. The similarity between terms will introduced in 3.1, and Similarity between FCA concepts will revived in 3.2, at last, Similarity between FCA lattices will presented.
Similarity between terms
There are two common methods to calculate the distance between terms [8] . One is based on the world knowledge (Ontology) and the other is using a large-scale word warehouse. Ontology based method is often using a thesaurus. There are only simple semantic relations such as "by, generation, kind, part attribute" in the thesaurus while the domain ontology can depict the more particularity and more general relations between terms. These do not affect the thought of semantic distance to compute the semantic similarity between words.
A lexical database for English nouns, such as the WordNET . There is an ISA hierarchy in the database [9] . Considering the probability p(n) of the noun n. The information content of a noun n is defined as logp(n) , That is the probability of a concept noun is larger and the informativeness is lesser. Therefore, the A search quality evaluation based on FCA Fugui Wang,Yajun Du,Qinhua Dong more abstract a concept noun, the lower its information content. According to this approach, the similarity of term is given by the maximum information content shared by the nouns, that is, the more information two nouns share, the more similar they are. Note that given two nouns, say t 1 ,t 2 the maximum information content shared by t 1 ,t 2 in the taxonomy is provided by the upper bound of t 1 ,t 2 whose information content is maximum. Ｓ ∈ And S (t 1 , t 2 ) is the set of concept nouns that are upper bounds of both t 1 , t 2 in the ISA hierarchy.
Similarity between FCA concepts
In this section, the notion of similarity between FCA concepts is be introduced. 
Core concept Lattice
For reduce the process time, we only analysis the top 10 of a search result. Therefore, the search result context contains about 10 objects, and some keywords (attributes).For calculating the similarity between search result concept lattices. We translate the concept lattice to the core concept lattice [11] . The core concept has less concept nodes, and can stands for the origin concept lattice.
Define 3.2 A formal context for search result is T=(Url, Keyword, I), a core concept is a object and a attribute(url, keyword),for each 
Core-concept lattice corresponding to Table 2 3.4 Search result evaluation based on FCA When user submits a query to the seven public searches API, then seven-search result will returned. As in section 2, with the seven-search result context, we can get seven-concepts Lattices. As in 3.3, we can translate the seven search result concept lattices to seven core concept lattices. Let L = {cl 1 , cl 2 , cl 3 , cl 4 , cl 5 , cl 6 , cl 7 } be the seven core concepts lattices. A search quality evaluation based on FCA Fugui Wang,Yajun Du,Qinhua Dong
The step of calculating the Similarity of the two-core concept lattices as below:
Step 1: calculate the Similarity of the maximum node concept between the two-core concept lattices.
Let it as cs(max(cl 1 ),max(cl 2 )).
Step 2: calculate the similarity of the minimum node concept between the two-core concept lattices.
Let it as cs(min(cl 1 ),min(cl 2 )).
Step 3 Step 4: the similarity between cl 1 and cl 2 . 
Conclusion
We have tried to quantify the search quality of a search system. In this paper, we proposed the search result's quality evaluations by FCA. First we submit a query to seven public search engine (Google, yahoo, msn, soso, sogou, baidu, zhongsou), then with seven search result returned. Each search result composing with some urls and some snippet for the urls. As a url, different search engine provide its snippet often is different. Therefore, we submit the url to common spider, Analyse its content, and then get the keyword for the url. At last, each search engine result has two sets: one is the url set, the other is the keyword set. And also there is a relation ship between the url set and the keyword set(whether the url contains the keyword, or whether the keyword applies to the url).from the search result context ,we can get seven search result concept lattice. Now we evaluate the search result set by analysis the correlation among the seven-search result concept lattices.
To say it with more confidence, we need to have a better set of queries. Our aim in this paper is just to bring out a procedure for ranking search engines.
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